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Abstrat
Transport through potential barriers in graphene is investigated using a set of metalli gates
apaitively oupled to graphene to modulate the potential landsape. When a gate-indued po-
tential step is steep enough, disorder beomes less important and the resistane aross the step
is in quantitative agreement with preditions of Klein tunneling of Dira fermions up to a small
orretion. We also perform magnetoresistane measurements at low magneti elds and ompare
them to reent preditions.
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Graphene is promising for novel appliations and fundamental physis due to its remark-
able eletroni, optial and mehanial properties [1℄. At energies relevant to eletrial
transport, quasi-partiles are believed to behave like Dira fermions with a onstant veloity
vF ≃ 1.1× 106 m.s−1 haraterizing their dispersion relation E = ~vFk. The Klein paradox
for massless Dira fermions predits that arriers in graphene hitting a potential step at
normal inidene transmit with probability one regardless of the height and width of the
step [2℄. At non-normal inidene, this tunneling problem for 2D massless fermions an be
represented as a 1D problem for massive Dira fermions, with the eetive mass proportional
to the onserved transverse momentum. The Klein tunneling probability should then depend
on the prole of the potential step [2, 3, 4℄. Reent experiments have investigated transport
aross potential steps imposed by a set of eletrostati gates [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄ and results
of Ref. [9℄ support an interpretation of Klein tunneling. We present measurements on six
devies whih allow a quantitative omparison with Klein tunneling in graphene when the
potential prole reated by the gates is evaluated realistially [11℄. Disorder is suiently
strong in all our devies to mask eets of multiple reetions between the two steps of a
potential barrier, so that all data an be aounted for by onsidering two independent steps
adding ohmially in series. Finally, we probe the transition from lean to disordered trans-
port aross a single potential step, and we rene the auray of the transition parameter
introdued by Fogler et al. [12℄. In a omplementary measurement, we show that the eet
of a low magneti eld on the Klein tunneling aross a potential step in graphene is not
explained by existing preditions in the lean limit [14℄.
FIG. 1: Shemati diagram of a top-gated graphene devie with a 4-probe measurement setup.
Graphene sheet is blak, metal ontats and gates dark grey.
We measure six top-gated graphene devies (typial shemati shown in Fig. 1), whose
essential parameters are listed in Table II. The density nbg far from the top-gated region
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Sample L (nm) w (µm) d (nm) 〈β〉 µ (cm2V−1s−1)
A60 60 4.3 34 7.6 1800
B100 100 2.1 42 3.8 1700
B220 220 2.1 42 3.5 1700
C540 540 1.74 25 7.9 1400
A860 860 3.6 34 7.9 1800
C1700 1700 1.74 47 1.9 1300
TABLE I: Geometrial properties of the samples: top gate length L, graphene strip width (interfae
length) w, and top gate dieletri thikness d. Same letter for two devie labels indiates same
graphene sheet. All dimensions were taken by both Sanning Eletron Mirosopy and Atomi
Fore Mirosopy. The transition parameter β between lean and diusive transport in a single
p-n juntion is also shown (see text), averaged aross the whole measured voltage range suh that
nbg < 0 and ntg > 0. Counter-intuitively, despite devies' low mobility, β ≫ 1 so that Klein
tunneling is expeted rather than diusion aross the interfae.
FIG. 2: a) 4-probe resistane measured on devie C540 (see Table II), as a funtion of Vbg and
Vtg. The olor sale an be inferred from the uts shown in b. The densities nbg and ∆ntg are
estimated using V 0tg = 2.42 V, V
0
bg = 18.65 V and Ctg = 107 nF.cm
−2
. b) Resistane as a funtion
of Vtg at several values of Vbg. The two bold urves show a lear asymmetry with respet to the
peak (ntg = 0) for both Vbg < V
0
bg (red) and Vbg > V
0
bg (yellow).
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is set by the bak gate aording to nbg =
Cbg(Vbg−V 0bg)
e
where Cbg = 13.6 nF.cm
−2
is the
bak gate apaitane per area (from Hall eet measurements on a similar wafer oxidized
in the same furnae run), e is the eletron harge, and V 0bg is the gate voltage required to
attain zero average density [15℄. The density ntg well inside the top gated region is set
by both bak gate and top gate voltages aording to ntg = nbg +
Ctg(Vtg−V 0tg)
e
, where Ctg
and V 0tg are the top gate ounterparts of Cbg and V
0
bg. Throughout this letter we use the
notation ∆ntg = ntg − nbg to identify the ontribution of the top gate voltage only, whih
tunes the potential step height. As desribed in previous work [5℄, an asymmetry with
respet to ntg = 0 appears in the 4-probe resistane measured aross a top-gated region
as a funtion of Vtg for xed bak gate voltages Vbg (Fig. 2b). This asymmetry quanties
the resistane aross the potential step in graphene reated by the gates. All graphene top-
gated devies were fabriated in the same way, whih is desribed in detail in the Supporting
material [16℄. For eletrial haraterization, samples are immersed in liquid Helium at 4 K
and four-terminal measurements are made using a lok-in amplier at a frequeny 32 Hz with
a bias urrent of 100 nA. All samples show typial monolayer graphene spetra measured by
Raman spetrosopy and exhibit the quantum Hall plateaus harateristi of graphene when
measured in perpendiular magneti elds up to 8 T at 4 K (see Supporting material [16℄).
In order to extrat the resistane of the p-n interfaes only, we measure the odd part of
resistane Rodd about ntg = 0 [5℄:
2Rodd(nbg, ntg) ≡ R(nbg, ntg)− R(nbg,−ntg), (1)
where R is the four-terminal resistane as a funtion of the densities far from the top gated
region and well inside that region. Extrating the odd part Rodd from the measured re-
sistane requires an aurate determination of the densities nbg and ntg. This is made by
the measurement of three independent quantities V 0bg, V
0
tg, and Ctg/Cbg. We arefully mea-
sure these quantities by using the quantum Hall measurements at 8 T and eletron-hole
symmetry[16℄. There are two physial interpretations for Rodd depending on the relative
magnitude of two length sales: the mean free path le =
h
e2
σ
2
√
πn
(well dened for kF le ≫ 1
or equivalently for a ondutivity σ ≫ 2e2/h) and the top gate length L. For L≫ le, after
rossing the rst interfae of the barrier arriers lose all momentum information before im-
pinging on the seond interfae. In this ase, the total barrier resistane an be modeled by
two juntions in series. The expression 2(Rpn−Rpp) where Rpn (Rpp) denotes the theoretial
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value of the resistane of a single p-n ( p-p) interfae, an then be ompared diretly to the
experimental quantity 2Rodd [5℄. For L ≪ le, multiple reetions our between the two
interfaes of the barrier, whih is predited to redue the total barrier resistane [16℄. As all
FIG. 3: a) The series resistane 2Rodd of the barrier interfaes as a funtion of Vtg, for several
values of Vbg for devie A60 (orresponding densities nbg are labeled). The measured resistane
2Rodd (dots) is ompared to the predited value 2(Rpn−Rpp) using either a diusive model, Eq. (2)
(dashed lines) or a ballisti model Eq. (3) with the value c1 = 1.35 hosen to best t all six devies.
(solid lines). b) Same as a) for devie C540.
devies have modest mobility, we start by using a diusive model to alulate Rpn and Rpp.
In this model, due to disorder the resistane depends on the loal resistivity ρ(n) (measured
for a uniform density at Vtg = V
0
tg) at eah position x:
R(dif)pn − R(dif)pp =
1
w
∫
ρ(n(nbg, ntg, x))− ρ(n(nbg,−ntg, x))dx (2)
Figure 3 ompares the experimental urves for 2Rodd as a funtion of Vtg at several Vbg for
samples A60 and C540 to the orresponding preditions. Clearly, the diusive model rep-
resented by the dashed lines predits resistane values onsiderably below the experimental
urves, hinting that transport through the devie annot be viewed as entirely diusive.
Following the alulation by Fogler et al. [12℄, we retain the diusive model for the region
away from the interfae, but replae it by a ballisti interfae model for a region extending
one mean free path in either diretion from the loation where density hanges polarity [13℄.
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Thus,
Rpn − Rpp = R(bal)pn − R(bal)pp +R(dif)pn |x≥|le| − R(dif)pp |x≥|le| (3)
where the two last terms are taken from Eq. 2, but with the integral exluding x ∈ [−le, le].
The rst two terms are the ballisti ontributions to the interfae resistane for bipolar and
monopolar ongurations, and an be alulated individually as follows. All ondution
hannels on the low-density side of a monopolar juntion should have transmission nearly 1
through the juntion [17℄, so R
(bal)
pp = 4e
2
h
w
√
πmin(|nbg|,|ntg|))
2π
. The bipolar ase was addressed
by Zhang and Fogler [11℄:
R(bal)pn = c1
h
e2w
α−1/6|n′|−1/3, (4)
where h is Plank's onstant, α = e
2
ǫr~vF
∼ 0.56 is the dimensionless strength of Coulomb
interations (ǫr ≈ 3.9 is the average dieletri onstant of SiO2 and ross-linked PMMA
measured at 4K), and n′ is the slope of the density prole at the position where the density
rosses zero (density prole alulated from the lassial Poisson equation with realisti
gate geometry, temporarily treating graphene as a perfet ondutor). Expression 4 renes
this alulation to take into aount non-linear sreening of graphene lose to zero density,
going beyond the linear model used in Ref. [3℄. The prefator c1 in Eq. (4) is determined
numerially [11℄. In our ase, α = 0.56 and the prefator is predited to be c1 = 1.10 ±
0.03 [18℄. In order to test this predition c1 will be used as a single t parameter aross
all samples and densities. The solid lines in Fig 3 were generated by Eq. 3, hoosing c1 =
1.35 to best aount for all experimental urves in all devies (voltages Vbg > V
0
bg give
a similar agreement, not shown for larity). The slight disrepany between theoretial
and experimental values of c1 might be due in part to exhange and orrelation eets.
Trying to t the data using a naive linear potential model requires an independent tting
parameter for eah devie, and even with the best t to the data, some qualitative trends of
the experimental data annot be aounted for by this model, as desribed in detail in the
Supporting material [16℄. This mismath between the linear model and the data indiates
the importane of aounting for non-linear sreening lose to zero average density. We
ontinue by alulating the ratio η = Rodd/ (Rpn − Rpp), for all devies, for all measured Vbg
and Vtg, using Eq. 3. The histogram of η is sharply peaked at a ertain value ηpeak with a
small peak width [16℄. For all devies exept C1700, regardless of their length L, η is lose
or slightly higher than 1 when using c1 = 1.35 (Fig. 4), whih indiates that the resistanes
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of both interfaes of the potential barrier simply add in series, and a single p-n juntion is
less sensitive to disorder than transport between the two interfaes of a potential barrier.
Fogler et al. introdued the parameter β = n′n
− 3
2
i to desribe the lean/disordered transition
in a single p-n juntion, where ni is related to the mobility by ni =
e
µh
[12℄. Aording to
Ref. [12℄, when β ≫ 1 the ballisti ontribution in Eq. (3) dominates and the juntion is in
the lean limit, whereas for β ≪ 1, the diusive ontribution in Eq. (3) dominates and the
juntion is in the disordered limit. The threshold β = 1 marks the transition where ballisti
ontribution must be taken into aount sine it is omparable to the diusive ontribution.
In the following, we rene this transition threshold experimentally. From Fig. 4 and Table 1,
it seems that transport is indeed well desribed by Eq. (3) when β > 3.5 but more poorly
for C1700 where β . 2, where we nd that η is further than 1 and has a large spread of
values. In addition, Fogler et al. predit that the diusive ontribution to the the interfae
resistane will be negligible for β > 10, whih is reahed in several of our devies for densities
ntg > 3 · 1012cm−2. At these densities, in spite of our devies' modest mobility, the juntion
an be onsidered as disorder-free sine the alulated ballisti ontribution to Rodd is 10
times higher than the diusive one, whih allows us to make a rather aurate measurement
of the ballisti ontribution alone in this lean limit, and math it well with the ballisti
terms in Eq. (3). In a reent experiment where suspended top gates were used, for one
sample the agreement with Eq. 2  the disordered limit  was very good (sample S3 in Ref.
[9℄). This is due to a muh larger distane between the top gate and the graphene sheet, and
muh smaller density range than in the present work, likely due to lower dieletri onstant
ombined with mehanial instability of the top gate when applying higher voltages. These
two fators onsiderably redue n′ (around 80 times), whih is not fully balaned by the
leaner graphene of Ref. [9℄ (ni 2-5 times smaller). We estimate 〈β〉 ≈ 0.7 for devie S3
reported in Ref. [9℄. Note that two other devies on substantially leaner graphene (S1
and S2 in Ref. [9℄) support an interpretation of Klein tunneling with β = 2.5 and β = 4
respetively. From the present work and from the result of Ref. [9℄, one an see that the
transition between lean and disordered transport in p-n juntions seems to be sharp: for
β > 2.5 the lean limit applies, for β < 0.7 the disordered limit applies and in between
neither limit is valid. [19℄.
Being sharply dependent on angle of inidene, transport through potential steps in
graphene should be sensitive to the presene of a magneti eld, whih bends eletron
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FIG. 4: Symbols: ratio η = Rodd/ (Rpn −Rpp) as a funtion of top gate length L for the devies
of Table 1. Rpn is alulated with c1 = 1.35. The vertial lines show the width of the histogram of
η for densities suh that |nbg|,|ntg| > 1012cm−2. The dashed line at η = 1 orresponds to perfet
agreement between theory and experiment, in the ase where the total resistane is the sum of the
resistanes of two p-n interfaes in series.
trajetories. For nbg = −ntg the predited interfae ondutane in the lean limit is
Gpn(B) = Gpn(0)(1− (B/B⋆)2)3/4, (5)
where Gpn(0) is the ondutane at zero eld, B⋆ = ~(el)
−1√π∆ntg and l is the distane
over whih the potential rises, whih is proportional to the thikness d of the oxide [14℄.
We measure R−1odd as a funtion of magneti eld B in two devies C540 and C1700 on the
same graphene sheet but with dierent top gate dieletri thikness d (Table 1). We use
the experimental Gpn(0) and the best parameter l to t all urves within the same devie
(see Supporting material). The parameters l for C540 and C1700 are found to be 65 nm
and 55 nm respetively, whereas C1700 has the thiker dieletri (see Table II). Further
theoretial work is needed to explain this disrepany.
In onlusion, we show evidene for Klein tunneling aross potential steps in graphene
with a quantitative agreement to a model with one free parameter desribing sreening
properties in graphene. The rossover between lean and disordered regimes ours as a
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funtion of the parameter β around 1 as predited by Fogler et al. [12℄. More work is needed
to go into the fully ballisti regime, and also to measure diretly the angle dependene of
Klein tunneling [3℄.
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 transport aross a full npn
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e
of Naval Researh ontrat N00014-02-1-0986. N. Stander was supported by a William
R. and Sara Hart Kimball Stanford Graduate Grant. Work was performed in part at the
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ation Faility of NNIN supported by the National Siene Foundation
under Grant ECS-9731293. Critial equipment (SEM,AFM) was obtained partly on Air
Fore Grants FA9550-04-1-0384 and F49620-03-1-0256.
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Supplementary material
setionGraphene haraterization
We measure 2-probe ondutane in eah sample at high magneti eld (8 T), in order to
verify it has the unique behavior of a single sheet. For example Fig. 5 shows ondutane G⋆
measured in sample C540 at 8 T (note that an estimated ontat resistane Rcon = 1830 Ω
has been taken into aount G⋆ = (G
−1 − Rcon)−1). The plateaus in G⋆ are at values
2e2/h, 6e2/h . . . , harateristi of a single layer. Appearane of peaks between plateaus was
predited by Abanin and Levitov, for a 2-probe measurement. [21℄.
FIG. 5: 2-probe ondutane orreted using the estimated ontat resistane for sample C540 at
a magneti eld of 8 T and a temperature 4 K.
FIG. 6: Left: 3-dimensional shemati of representative devie. Middle: Atomi Fore Mirosope
topograph of devies C540 and C1700. Right: Sanning Eletron Mirosope image with 4-probe
measurement sheme for C540.
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EXTRACTING THE ODD PART OF THE RESISTANCE
Extrating the odd part of the resistane requires the determination of three quantities:
The ratio between the top gate apaitane Ctg and the bak gate apaitane Cbg, V
0
bg, whih
orresponds to zero average density far from the top gated region,and V 0tg whih orresponds
to zero average density below the top gated region, when Vbg = V
0
bg. A good approximation
to these parameters an be extrated from Fig. 1a of the paper, sine the voltage osets are
the oordinates of the global maximum in resistane and the slope of the diagonal peaked
line gives the ratio Ctg/Cbg. However, the odd part turns out to be partiularly sensitive to
Ctg/Cbg, so that a mere estimation of the peak position is not enough.
Instead, we measure the resistane for eah devie as a funtion of voltages Vbg and Vtg
at 8 T in the Quantum Hall regime. The position of the transition between the rst and
seond ondutane plateaus in Vtg for eah value of Vbg leads to a determination of the ratio
Ctg/Cbg within 1%. The determination of the voltages V
0
bg and V
0
tg an be done aurately
by symmetrizing the resistane in Fig. 1 of the paper with respet to the point (V 0bg, V
0
tg):
R(V 0bg +∆Vbg, V
0
tg +∆Vtg)← R(V 0bg −∆Vbg, V 0tg −∆Vtg) (6)
and hoosing the point (V 0bg, V
0
tg) whih leaves this resistane the most unhanged.
Still, the unertainty of 1% on the apaitane ratio Ctg/Cbg leads to some unertainty
on the odd part Rodd of the resistane. However, this unertainty remains negligible exept
at low densities ntg (see Fig. 7).
COMPARING THE EXPERIMENTAL VALUE Rodd TO THEORETICAL MODELS
OF THE JUNCTION INTERFACE RESISTANCE
Figures 3a and 3b in the paper show the experimental Rodd in omparison to the theo-
retial Rnp − Rpp, for the two devies A60 and C540 at several nbg within both lean and
disordered models. In order to quantify the ompatibility of the theory to the experiment,
we dene η(Vbg, Vtg) as the ratio Rodd/(Rnp − Rpp). We determine the ratio η for all mea-
sured densities |nbg|, ntg > 1012cm−2 and alulate the orresponding histogram for η using
two models of transmission aross a single potential step in graphene: diusive and ballisti.
η = 1 orresponds to perfet agreement between theory and experiment in the limit where
L≫ le (see paper). Figures 8a and Figs. 8b show two histograms of η eah, for devies A60
11
Sample L (nm) w (µm) d (nm) V 0bg (V) V
0
tg (V) Ctg (nF.m
−2
) µ (m2V−1s−1) 〈β〉
A60 60 4.3 34 25.65 -1.36 92 1800 7.6
B100 100 2.1 42 9.35 -0.49 69 1700 3.8
B220 220 2.1 42 10.95 -0.73 69 1700 3.5
C540 540 1.74 25 18.65 -2.42 107 1400 7.9
A860 860 3.6 34 25.5 -2.35 92 1800 7.9
C1700 1700 1.74 47 13.4 -1.35 52 1300 1.9
TABLE II: Geometrial properties of the samples: L- top gate length, w- interfae width, and d- top
gate dieletri thikness. Same letter for two devies indiates same graphene sheet. All dimensions
were taken by Sanning Eletron Mirosope (SEM) and Atomi Fore Mirosope (AFM) images.
The gate voltage osets V 0bg and V
0
tg and the apaitane of the top gate determined from the
proedure desribed in the text are reported here. The mobility µ is estimated from the slope at
the origin of the ondutane measured as a funtion of bak gate voltage. These low values are
due to the PMMA ross-linking step.
FIG. 7: 2Rodd as a funtion of Vtg for several nbg shown at the upper left orner for sample C540.
For eah hosen nbg, we plot the orresponding urves with Ctg/Cbg between 7.6 and 7.8 in steps
of 0.02. This reets a spread of ±1% from the value of 7.7, whih we use in the paper.
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and C540, respetively. The red histogram is using a diusive model while the blue one is
using a ballisti model. We follow the same proedure for all devies, and extrat the value
η assoiated with the the diusive theory and ballisti theory, at the enter of the peaked
histogram together with its width (2Γ) , by tting the data to the following Lorentzian:
Frequency =
a
(η − ηpeak)2 + (Γ)2 (7)
In the paper, Fig. 4 presents ηpeak and small error bars for η when using the ballisti model
with a tting parameter c1 = 1.35. This is omplemented here by Fig. 9 showing the wide
spread of η for some devies, along with a muh lower predited value of Rnp − Rpp when
using the diusive model. Note that B100 and B220 have a relatively smaller spread in η
when using the diusive model, whih is due to a smaller range of densities. In ontrast the
relatively small spread of η when using the diusive theory for A60 is not due to a smaller
range of densities nor due to the short dimension of the top gate. We urrently do not
understand this feature, although the spread is still larger than the spread in η when using
the ballisti model.
FIG. 8: a) Histograms of η using a diusive model (red) or a ballisti model (blue) for devie A60.
The peak value ηpeak and peak width (2Γ) shown in the gure were taken from a lorentzian t
Eq. (7) to eah theory. The histogram bins are 0.01 wide. b) Same as a) for devie C540. Using
the diusive theory for C540, we ould not t properly η thus we report the standard deviation in
eta as the value of Γ.
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FIG. 9: The vertial lines show the spread of η when using diusive model (Eq. (2) in the main
paper) for densities suh that |nbg|,|ntg| > 1012cm−2. the lines are entered on the average value
of the histogram.
MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS BETWEEN INTERFACES OF A POTENTIAL BAR-
RIER
One of the goals of the main paper was to investigate the transition from diusive to
ballisti transport through the potential barrier by making the top gate length smaller than
the mean free path of the arriers. In this limit the transport aross the whole potential
barrier is expeted to be ballisti (no disorder), and harge arriers are subjet to multiple
reetions on the two interfaes of the barrier.
Without phase oherene
The transmission probability TΣ aross the whole potential barrier is related to the trans-
mission probability T aross a single interfae by:
TΣ = T (T + (1− T )2(T + (1− T )2(T . . . (8)
Hene,
TΣ =
1
2T−1 − 1 . (9)
Therefore the total ondutane for a width w is given by
GΣ =
4e2
h
w
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
TΣ(ky)dky (10)
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where ky is the omponent of the wavevetor ~k along the potential interfae. One an
ompare this to the ondutane aross a single interfae
G =
4e2
h
w
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
T (ky)dky (11)
so that
GΣ/G =
∫ +∞
−∞ (2T (ky)
−1 − 1)−1dky∫ +∞
−∞ T (ky)dky
(12)
Aording to Ref. [3℄, T (ky) = e
−γk2y
with γ > 0 therefore,
GΣ/G =
∞∑
n=1
1
2k
√
k
≈ 0.81 (13)
Using the notations of our paper, this translates into a resistane
RΣ ≈ 1.24R(bal)np . (14)
Therefore, for a length L small enough (L ≪ le), the odd part of the resistane should be
suh that
2Rodd ≈ 1.24R(bal)np . (15)
As seen from Fig. 4 in the paper, this regime is never ahieved fully in the experiments
but may be the ause of the smaller η for the shortest top gate.
Inluding phase oherene
In the phase oherent regime, the above derivation remains valid up to a phase term in
the transmission:
TΣ = |T (T + (1− T )2eiE∆t/~(T + (1− T )2eiE∆t/~(T . . . | (16)
where ∆t = 2L cos θ is the time spent between bak and forth bounes and θ is the angle of
inidene. This simplies into
TΣ = T
2
∣∣1− (1− T )2 exp [i2πnL(πn− k2y)−1/2]∣∣−1 (17)
with n the density below the top gate. Phase oherent length in our devies is of the order
of a few mirons, extrated from a similar devie in Ref. [5℄
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N-P JUNCTIONS IN FINITE MAGNETIC FIELD
As explained in the paper transport through potential steps in graphene should be sen-
sitive to the presene of a magneti eld, whih bends eletron trajetories. For instane,
in the lean limit the angle at whih arriers are transmitted perfetly should be given
by arcsin(B/B⋆) where B⋆ = ~(el)
−1√π∆ntg and l is the distane over whih the potential
rises, whih is proportional to the thikness d of the oxide [14℄. For nbg = −ntg the predited
interfae ondutane is
Gpn(B) = Gpn(0)(1− (B/B⋆)2)3/4, (18)
where Gpn(0) is the ondutane at zero eld. Sine Eq. (18) is a predition for the ondu-
tane of a single p-n interfae and le ≪ L in both devies, R−1odd an be interpreted as the
ondutane of a single p-n interfae (aneling out the monopolar bulk magnetoresistane,
whose soure in not well understood). For several gate voltages suh that nbg = −ntg, we
measure R−1odd as a funtion of magneti eld B (Fig. 10) in two devies C540 and C1700 on
the same graphene sheet but with dierent top gate dieletri thikness d (Table 1). We use
the experimental Gpn(0) and the best parameter l to t all urves within the same devie.
The parameters l for C540 and C1700 are found to be 65 nm and 55 nm respetively, whereas
C1700 has the thiker dieletri (see Table II).
FIG. 10: a) (Rodd)
−1
for devie C540 as a funtion of magneti eld B for several density proles
with nbg = −ntg (nbg is labeled). The theoretial urves using Eq. (18) (solid lines) are tted with
l = 65 nm to the experimental urves (dots).b) Same as a) for devie C1700. The tting parameter
used was l = 55 nm.
We also show here how to extrat the n-p interfae ondutane in the presene of mag-
neti eld. Both C540 and C1700 satisfy the ondition le ≪ L (Fig. 4 of our paper), thus
16
the barrier resistane an be viewed as that of two n-p interfaes in series. In this ase
(2Rodd)
−1 = (Rpnp − Rppp)−1, where Rpnp = G−1pnp (Rppp = G−1ppp) is the resistane of the
barrier when nbg = −ntg (nbg = ntg). Figures 11a-d show Gpnp and Gppp for C540 and
C1700, as a funtion of magneti eld, at several nbg. The atness of the nbg = 0 urve is
a measure of how well V 0bg and V
0
tg were determined. Also, Gppp > Gpnp at all measured
densities, in both devies, whih is onsistent with the zero magneti eld ase. Finally, we
note a weak loalization dip in both devies C540 and C1700 in the ondutane near B = 0
for all densities.
FIG. 11: a) Gpnp = R
−1
pnp as a funtion of magneti eld for several nbg, with ntg = −nbg, for
devie C540. nbg densities are presented on the right hand side of the gure. b) R
−1
ppp = Gppp as a
funtion of magneti eld for several nbg, with ntg = nbg, for devie C540. )-d) Same as a) and
b) for devie C1700.
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Fabriation details
The substrate used in these experiments is a highly n-doped Si wafer with a nominal
resistivity of less than 0.005 Ω · cm. Standard 1 − 10 Ω · cm wafers experiene arrier
freeze-out and hene hystereti response to applied gate voltage at temperatures below 4K.
All graphene sheets were produed by suessive mehanial exfoliation of Highly Ori-
ented Pyrolyti Graphite grade ZYA from General Eletri (distributed by SPI) using an
adhesive tape (3M Soth Multitask tape with gloss nish), then deposited onto a layer of
SiO2 297 nm thik grown by dry oxidation at 1500
◦ C on a highly n-doped Si substrate,
whih serves as a global bak gate. Before deposition of graphene, the substrate was leaned
by Piranha eth. After suitable sheets were loated with respet to alignment marks by
optial mirosopy, metalli probes were patterned using standard eletron beam lithogra-
phy followed by eletron beam evaporation of Ti/Au (5 nm/25 nm thik). Afterward, the
graphene sheets were ethed in dry oxygen plasma (1:9 O2:Ar) into the desired shape, and
one or two layers of Polymethyl Metharylate (PMMA, moleular mass 950K or 495K at 2%
in anisole) were spun on top of it, then ross-linked using 30 keV eletron beam with a dose of
2×104 µC.cm−2. In a nal e-beam lithography step, the top gates were patterned on top of
the ross-linked layer, followed by eletron beam evaporation of Ti/Au (5 nm/45 nm-55 nm
thik).
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